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Abstract 
In this aper we investigate the Church-Rosser pro- 
perty (CRY for Pure Type Systems with Pq-reduction. 
For Pure Type Systems with only @-reduction, CR on 
well typed terms follows immediately from CR on the 
so called ’pseudoterms’ and subject reduction. For pq- 
reduction, CR on the set of pseudoterms is just false, 
as was shown by [Nederpelt 19731. Here we prove that 
CR (for pq) on the well-typed terms of a fixed type 
holds, which is the maximum we can expect in view of 
Nederpelts counterexample. The proof is given for a 
large class of Pure Type systems that contains e.g. LF 
(for which CR for q was proved by [Salvesen 19891 
and [Coquand 1991$, F, F w  and the Calculus of Con- 
structions. In the proof, one key lemma (a very weak 
form of CR for pq on pseudoterms) takes a central 
position. It is remarkable that in the proof of this key 
lemma the counterexample to CR for pq is essentially 
used. 
1 Introduction 
Simply typed lambda calculus (from now on 
denoted by A+) and polymorphic lambda calculus are 
usually described by first giving the set of types and 
then the derivation rules for deriving typing judge- 
ments of the form r t- M : u ,  where U is a type, r is a 
’context’ and M is an element of the set of so called 
’pseudoterms’. For A+ this amounts to the following. 
Typ, ::= TVar 1 Typ,+Typ,, 
where TVar denotes the set of type variables. A con- 
text is a sequence of declarations X : U  with U E Typ, 
and x E var, the set of term variables. The derivation 
rules are. 
(var) 7 if x:u  E r 
r t - X . U  
For meta-theory it is convenient to introduce the 
set of pseudoterms of A+, 
T, ::= var 1 (Xvar:Typ,.T,) I T,T, 
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then one can see the derivation rules as singling out the 
well-typed terms from the set of pseudoterms. Let’s 
write Term, for the set of pseudoterms typable with 
some type in some context. Now, ,&reduction on T, 
is Church-Rosser, so with the Subject Reduction pro- 
perty: I’ I- M : a  & M -p M’, then r t- M’:u, 
we obtain that ,&reduction is CR on the well-typed 
terms: M E Term,, M -p M’ & M -p MI‘, 
then 3N E Term,.M’ - N & M” -p  N .  
If one is interested in t i e  combination of p- and 
q-reduction, the situation is a little bit more compli- 
cated, because we have the following counterexample 
to CR for pq-reduction on T,. (Originally due to 
[Nederpelt 19731.) Take 
M := Xx:~.(Xy:r.y)x,  
with U # r. Then M -p Xx:u.x and M -,, X2:r.x 
and both are in normal form. This problem can be 
overcome by noticing that the only problematic over- 
lapping of redexes in T, is when we have a subterm 
Xx:a.(Xy:r.M)x (with x $. FV(M)) and by proving 
that in well-typed terms, this can only happen when 
u = r. For the polymorphic lambda calculus the situ- 
ation is quite similar; we now have polymorphic types 
and polymorphic terms (with abstraction and applica- 
tion), but for the problematic overlapping of redexes 
in a term (Xx:a.(Xy:r.M)x with x $ FV(M)), we still 
have that U r. 
For the higher order lambda calculus (Fu), the si- 
tuation is a bit more difficult, because we have reduc- 
tion inside types. Now types are also formed inside a 
context and there is an extra rule, stating that con- 
vertible types have the same ’inhabitants’. The syntax 
is the following. There are two sets of variables, var, 
denoting the term variables, and Var, denoting the so 
called constructor variables (the set of constructors 
will include the types.) We also distinguish two kinds 
of contexts, the constructor contexts, denoted by A, 
for declaring constructor variables, and the term con- 
texts, denoted by r, for declaring term variables. The 
term variables are declared to tj.pes and the construc- 
tor variables to so called kinds. ’Kind’ represents the 
collection of kinds and ’Type’ represents the kind of 
types. Kind is defined by Kind ::= Type 1 Kind-rKind. 
We now give the derivation rules. Let A be a con- 
structor context. 
A , a : A  t- M : B 
A I- Xa:A.M : A+B 
2. ( X l )  
A t - M : A - + B  A I - N : A  
3* 
A I- M N  : B 
A t A : Type A t B : Type 
4* (") A I- A+B : Type 
A,  a : A  t- B : Type 
5' ('I A t- IIa:A.B : Type 
A I- A : Type A; r o k  
6. (context) 
A; r, x : A  olc 
A ; r o l c  
A ; r I - x :  A 
7. (var) if x : A  E I' 
A ; r , x : A  t- M : B 
8. (X2) 
A ;  r I- X ~ : A . M  : A+B 
A , a : A ; r t -  M : B 
9. (X3) if Q 4 FV( r) 
A; r I- X ~ : A . M  : I I ~ : A . B  
A ; r I - M : A + B  A ; I ' t N : A  
A; t- M N  : B 10. ("PP21 
A ; r  k M : II2:A.B A ; r  I- N : A 
11* 
A; r t- M N  : B [ N / x ]  
A ; r  I- M : A A I- B : Type 
12. (convp) A =p B 
A ; r t -  M :  B 
Here constructor variables are denoted by Greek 
characters and term variables by Roman characters. 
In the rules (Var), (var) and (weak) it is always assu- 
med that the newly declared variable is fresh, that is, 
it has not yet been declared in r. 
If one wants to look at q-reduction in the system, it 
is of course reasonable to replace the rule (convq) by 
(convp,,), which is the conversion rule with A =p, B 
as side condition. This equality condition is an equa- 
lity in the set of pseudoterms T, which can be defi- 
ned similarly to T, for A+, with extra clauses for 
II-expressions etcetera. This equality on pseudoterms 
as a side condition may seem strange, because many of 
these pseudoterms do not have any semantical signi- 
ficance and it would be more intuitive to replace this 
side condition by an equality j u d g e m e n t  of the form 
I? t- A = B : Type (where this judgement means that A 
converts to B via a reduction/expansion path in which 
all expressions are well-typed.) A reason for studying 
the system with equality as a side condition is that 
meta-theory about reduction and confluence becomes 
easier, because one can apply well-known properties of 
the untyped lambda calculus without having to cope 
with typing conditions. We see that for studying Pq- 
reduction, untyped lambda calculus is not of immedi- 
ate help. Nevertheless, the general CRp, proof given 
below will make use of the untyped lambda calculus. 
We shall come back later to the two different ways of 
introducing and using the equality in the system. 
Now CRp, on the pseudoterms T doesn't hold and 
if Xx:A.(Xy:B.M)x (well-typed with A ,  B:Type) is a p- 
and an q-redex, we only obtain (by meta-reasoning) 
that A =p,, B .  It looks like before proving CRp, for 
well-typed terms, we have to prove CRp, for types. 
In the system F w  this is possible; types can only con- 
tain redexes in which the A-abstraction arises from 
the (X1)-rule and application from the (app1)-rule, be- 
cause terms can't be subexpressions of types. So, one 
first proves confluence of pq-reduction for types (for 
A and B types, if A =p,  B ,  then A -p, C and 
B -p,, C for some type C.) Then CRp, for terms 
follows. 
For systems with so called d e p e n d e n t  t y p e s ,  that is 
types that have t e r m  as subexpressions, like LF or the 
Calculus of Constructions (CC), the Church-Rosser 
property is very complicated: if Xx:A.(Xy:B.M)s is 
a well-typed term, we know A =p,, B ,  but now 
this doesn't bring us any further because the equa- 
lity may arise from an equality between terms. CRp, 
for LF was proved in [Salvesen 19891 and later by 
[Coquand 19911, but for more complicated systems 
with dependent types the question of CRp, was 
still open. Here we shall prove CRp,, for norma- 
lizing, functional Pure Type Systems, which inclu- 
des CC. (There is no proof of normalization for ,877- 
reduction for CC in the literature. However, the 
strong normalization proof for P-reduction for CC in 
[Geuvers and Nederhof 19911 can easily be adapted to 
the case for pq-reduction.) 
2 Pure Type Systems and the exten- 
sion with q-reduction 
Let's take a look at the definition of Pure Type 
Systems 
Definition 2.1 For S a set, d c S x S and R c 
S x S x S, X(S, -4, R) is the typed lambda calculus 
with the following deduction rules. 
1. (sort) t SI : sz if ( ~ 1 , s ~ )  E d. 
r t A : s  
r , x : A  I- x : A 
2. (var) 
r t - A : s  I ' I -M:C 
r , x : A t -  M : C 
3. (weak) 
I',x:A t M : B I' I- II2:A.B : s 
r I- X ~ : A . M  : I I ~ : A . B  5. ( X I  
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r k M : A  r t - B : s  
r t - M : B  
7. (convp) A =p B 
In the rules (var) and (weak) it is always assumed 
that the newly declared variable is fresh, that is, it 
has not yet been declared in I?. If s2 s3 in a triple 
(SI, 5 2 , ~ )  E R, one usually just writes (SI, s2) E R. 
The equality A =p B is the transitive, reflexive, sym- 
metric closure of one-step-@-reduction, which is 
(Az:A.M) N +p M [  N / z ] ,  
compatible with application, A-abstraction and II- 
abstraction, on the set of pseudoterms T, defined by 
T ::= S I Var I (IIVar:T.T) I (AVar:T.T) I TT. 
The notions of free variable and bound variable of an 
expression are the usual ones from untyped lambda 
calculus (A  and II are the binders), writing FV(M) 
for the set of free variables of M .  We work modulo CY- 
conversion, i.e. pseudoterms that only differ in their 
bound variables are considered to be equal, which 
equality will be denoted by E. (So in fact we work 
with --equivalence classes of pseudoterms or repre- 
sentants of such classes. For practical reasons we shall 
only work with representants of +equivalence clas- 
ses in which all bound variables are pairwise distinct 
and different from the free variables. (The variable 
convention)) The r in the judgement r t- M : A is, 
as usual, called a contest. For I? = q : A 1 , .  . . s , :A, ,  
FV(r) denotes the set FV(A1,. . . A n ) .  
We say that M is of type A in r if r k M : A is 
a conclusion of a deduction tree which uses only the 
rules stated above. A well-typed term is a pseudoterm 
A for which r t- A : B or r t- B : A for some I' and 
B. Term denotes the set of well-typed terms in a PTS, 
and Term(r, A )  denotes the well-typed terms of type 
A in r. A PTS is normalizing, if every well-typed term 
in it reduces to a normal form. 
The collection of PTSs contains well-known type 
systems like simply typed lambda calculus, A-+, 
Girards systems E' (A+ extended with the rule 
(Kind,Type)) and F w  (F extended with (Kind, Kind)) 
and the Calculus of Constructions (Fw with the 
rule (Type, Kind)). (It requires some meta-theory 
to see that this version of Fw is the same as the 
one introduced before.) The inconsistent type sys- 
tem A*, where 'Type' is a type is also a PTS 
({({Type, Kind), {Type:Kind), {(Type, Type))), 
cond order and higher order redicate logic, as shown 
by {Berardi 19881, (See also barendregt 199+] .) 
n this paper we want to study the extension with 
7-equality. First we give some motivations why this 
extension is interesting and why the Church-Rosser 
property of the combined @q-reduction is important. 
(This will hardly need any explanation.) Then we 
want to show what are the problems that arise when 
trying to prove CR for ,877. Section 2 gives an outline 
of the proof. 
2.1 Properties of Pure Type Systems 
Here we give some of the meta-theory for PTSs, 
mainly those theorems that will be encountered 
later in the Church-Rosser proof. For detailed 
roofs we refer to [Geuvers and Nederhof 19911 or 
barendregt 199+k In the following, unless noted 
otherwise, we wor in an arbitrary PTS. 
Proposition 2.2 (CRp) The 
reduction relation -p is  Church-Rosser on T. (That 
is, if M -p M1 and M -p M2 then MI -p N 
and M2 -0 N for some N E T. 
(The proof follows precisely the Church-Rosser proof 
of @-reduction on the untyped lambda terms in 
[Barendregt 19841 .) 
Corollary 2.3 (Confluence of @ on T, CONp) 
If M - 
some ;;"E T. M' then M -p N and M' -p N for 
We shall write M J p  M' for 3N E T.M -p N & 
From the form of the derivation rules we can con- 
M' -p N .  
clude the following. 
Lemma 2.4 (Stripping) 1 .  I? I- A2:A.M : C + 
r , z : A  I- M : B , r  I- IIs:A.B : s for some B and 
some s E S such that II2:A.B =p, C .  
2. r I- M N  : C =+- r t- M : IIz :A.B,r  I- N : A for 
some A and B such that B [ N / x ]  =p, C .  
Proposition 2.5 (Subject Reduction for @, SRp) 
If I? I- M : A and M -p M' then I- M' : A .  
The proof of the proposition is by induction on the 
derivation, proving the statement simultaneously for a 
one step reduction in r or M .  It uses Stripping (2.4 
and B =p D, which holds by CONp on T. 
subject reduction for 7. 
and the fact that II2:A.B =p II2:C.D implies A =p J 
We don't have 7 in the (convg) rule, but we do have 
Proposition 2.6 (Subject Reduction for 7, SR,) 
If I' I- M : A and M -$ M' then l? k M' : A .  
The proof of this proposition is,. just as for SRp, 
by induction on the derivation, proving the statement 
simultaneously for a one step reduction in I? or in M. 
In the proof one needs strengthening: 
Proposition 2.7 (Strengthening) If rl, x A ,  r2 t- 
M : B with 2 # FV(r2 ,  M ,  B) ,  then rl, r2 I- M : B.  
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The proof is in [van Benthem Jutting 199+]. In 
[Geuvers and Nederhof 19911 a proof is given for a 
subcollection of PTSs, the so called functional ones: 
A PTS is functional if the relation A is a function 
from S to S and the relation R is a function from 
S x S to S. (That is, if s : s', s : s" E A, then s' s" 
and if (SI, 92, s3), (SI, s2, si) E R then s3 si.) Both 
proofs use CRp on T. 
Proposition 2.8 (Uniqueness of types, UT) In 
a functional PTS: If I' t- M : A ,  r I- M : A', then 
A =p A'. 
The proof is by induction on the derivation. It 
uses CONp in the sense that one needs II2:A.B =p 
II3:C.D + B =p D to hold. (The proposition is false 
for non-functional PTSs.) 
2.2 The extension with 77 
the conversion rule by 
Extending the PTSs with q means just replacing 
r t - M : A  F t - B : s  
I ' I - M : B  
To distinguish the two, we write PTSp for the ones 
with (convp) as conversion rule and PTSp, for the 
ones with (convp,). 
There are many reasons for studying this exten- 
sion. For one thing, the stronger Pq-equality is quite 
natural, especially if we think about a PTS as repre- 
senting a logic. The need for ,@-equality also be- 
comes apparent when we look at type systems that 
are used as frameworks, like LF. The completeness 
of the interpretation of a formal system in a signa- 
ture relies on defining a mapping back, from terms 
in the signature to terms of the formal system, which 
is defined on (representants of) &-equivalence clas- 
ses. (See Harper et al. 19871. A nice consequence of 
CRp, is t l!at the unification a 1 gorithms for the Calcu- 
lus of Constructions, as discussed in [Pfenning 19911 
are complete. A semantical reason for strengthening 
the equality is that in almost all models of type sys- 
tems the q rule is valid. Further CRp, is essential if we 
relate the syntax of PTSs to the semantics: The sys- 
tems that are really interpreted in e.g. [Streicher 19891 
and Jacobs 19911 are not the ones as formulated above 
(wid equality on the pseudoterms as a side condition 
but with an equality judgement inside the context. 1; 
( is a PTS, write (= for the associated 'semantical' 
version of the system (with equality judgement), re- 
placing i- by t-=. The conversion rule of (= is 
A =p, B (convp,) 
where the judgement I7 I-= A = B : s is generated by 
taking the transitive, reflexive, symmetric closure, 
made compatible with application, A- and II- 
abstraction. In this version of the system the con- 
version rule can only be applied to two equal types 
if they are equal via a path through the well-typed 
terms. In the original PTS version one only claims 
that the types are equal as pseudoterms. If we have 
only ,&conversion (i.e. in (= we don't have (q ) ) ,  the 
two versions are equivalent: If M , M '  E Term with 
M =p MI,  then there is a path between them through 
Term by CRp on T and SRp). This is expressed by 
the fol \ owing theorem for any PTSp. 
Theorem 2.9 
r t - M : A  
e r r =  M = M ' : A .  
M =p M 
In fact, this theorem also states that the system 
with equality on the pseudoterms is a 'sound' system: 
there would really be something wrong if I' t- M ,  M' : 
A and M =p M as pseudoterms without there being 
a path from M to M' through Term(r,A). If we ex- 
tend both versions of PTSs with q ,  we need some form 
of Church-Rosser to prove the equivalence of the two 
versions. It suffices to have that if M and M' are 
of the same type in some context I' and M = p ,  M ' ,  
then M la, M ' .  This is precisely what will be proved, 
for normalizing functional PTSs. As consequences we 
find that ( and (= are equivalent (for ( functional and 
normalizing) and that CRp, and CON@, hold for <=. 
(It is not clear how a proof of CRp, for <= could be 
essentially simpler then via the proof for (.) 
2.3 Problems with proving CRp, 
As already remarked, the main problem with pro- 
ving CRp, is that on the pseudoterms T it is just false. 
The counterexample (As:A.(Ay:B.y)z with A #p, B )  
implies that also CONpl, on T (see 2.3) is not true, 
even if we restrict ourselves to well-typed terms. For 
the meta-theory for PTSs with q this has some serious 
consequences. UT is not immediate anymore for func- 
tional PTSs, with =p replaced by =p,. (One needs 
that rI2:A.B =p, II2:C.D + B =p7 0.) For SRp and 
S R ,  the situation is also problematic: The first requi- 
res IIx:A.B =p,. IIx:C.D + A =p, C & B =p D 
The second requires strengthening, the proof of w%ich 
uses Church-Rosser. Our solution to this will be to 
prove a very weak form of Church-Rosser for p 
reduction on T (using the counterexample to CR (!)J: 
which will turn out to be sufficient to get U p a n d  
SRp. Also this key lemma will be sufficient to prove 
strengthening (and so SR,) for functional, normalizing 
PTSs. Using all this, we shall prove (for functional, 
normalizing PTSs) 
I- M ,  M' : A,  M =@, M' =$ nf(M) = nf(M') 
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Where we write nf(M) for the normal form obtained 
by some normalization procedure. We have as an im- 
mediate corollary CONp, for Term(I', A). 
3 The proof of CRp, for functional, 
normalizing pure type systems 
In the proof of Church-Rosser we shall relate the 
Pq-reduction on typed terms to the reductions on un- 
typed lambda terms. Properties of reduction on the 
untyped terms will be used to obtain results about re- 
duction in T. We therefore define an erasure mapping 
from T to A and give some properties for it. Then we 
give some properties of Pq-reduction and equality on 
T, which will enable us to prove SRp and SR,. 
The counterexample of [Nederpelt 19731 shows 
that, if one tries to prove CRp,, there is a problem in 
the types of the A-abstracted variables. We shall call 
these types domains: A subterm A of M is a domain  
if it occurs as Xx:A in M .  (So we are not concerned 
with 11-abstractions.) The erasure map removes all 
domains. 
Definition 3.1 The map 1 1  : T + A' is  defined with 
induction on  the structure of pseudoterms as follows. 
(21 := 2, 
151 := s, 
1Xs:A.MJ := Xz.JMI, 
( I I z :A .BJ  := IIz:(AJ.(BI, 
( M N l  := (MI(N1.  
Here, An is A extended with the extra variable bin- 
der IT and constants s for  each s E S. If one views 
IIz:~AI.IBJ just  as G J A I ( X Z . ~ B ) ,  with G some fixed 
about ,@-reduction in A hold for A'. 
IM'I, 
then M and M' have the same 'structure' apart from 
the domains that may be very different. If IMI G IM'( 
and the respective domains in M and M' are all Pq- 
equal, we say that M and M' are domain-equal, no- 
tation M G d  M ' .  We have the following proposition, 
relating reduction in T to reduction in A'. 
Proposition 3.2 Let M and M' be in T. 
constant, it's easy to  see that a 1 1 the facts (like CRp,) 
It is easy to see that if for M , M '  E T, (MI 
M +p M' + (MI +p IM'( V IMJ = IM'I, 
and similar for -, and so for '0,. 
IMI -p IM'( + 3 N [ M  -p N & (NI G IM'I]. 
(This doesnlt hold for  -,.) 
Proof The first is trivial: If the redex is erased by I 1, 
then (MI (M' (  and otherwise the same redex can 
still be done in An, so IM( - lM'l. The second is 
almost trivial; we are done if we give the proof for a 
one-step @-reduction. As I I only erases domains, a p- 
redex in 1 MI is also a P-redex in M ,  and by evaluating 
it we find N E T with M -p N and N G M ' .  This 
is not valid for q, as is shown by the counterexample 
M Xxa.y(Xz:Pz.z)z. (This term can even be well- 
typed in e.g. the Calculus of Constructions: Take P s 
XZ:(T.T, Y:(T+T)+(T+o. In Lemma 3.14 we shall see 
that nevertheless, if M is well-typed in the Calculus 
of Constructions and IM( is in ,877-nf, then M is in 
Pq-nf.) 0 
The following is an immediate corollary of the coun- 
terexample to CRp, on T. 
Lemma If C[Xz :A .M and 
a pseu a? o t e n  with su 2 term 
Xx:A. M ) ,  then 
Proof 
C [ X z : A . M ]  =p, C[Xz:B.M] 
C [Ay: B. ( Xz :A. M 1 yl 
C[ Xz : B. M ]  
where y is any variable not occurring free in A or M .  
0 
Lemma 3.4 (Key Lemma) Let c be a variable or a 
sort. 
* 
1. CPl.. .P, =p, Q +.Q -p Xy':A.cQl.. . Q J ,  
with Qi =p,, Pi ( 1  _< z 5 n). 
2. n2:pl.p2 =p, Q 3 Q -+p x ~ ' : A ' . ( I I ~ : Q ~ . Q ~ ) ~ ,  
with Pi =p, Qi (i = 1,2).  
Proof We only proof the first case, since the second is 
totally similar. Some notation: For D E T and M E T, 
MD E T is the pseudoterm obtained by replacing all 
domains in M by D. For D E T and t E An, t+D E T 
is the pseudoterm obtained by adding D as domain to 
every X abstraction in t .  (So e.g. Xx.x is replaced by 
X3:D.s.) For reasons of readibility we adapt here the 
convention to use capitals for pseudoterms and small 
characters for elements of A'. 
Let cP1.. .P, and Q be as in the first case of the 
lemma. By CRp, on A' we find t l , .  . . , t ,  E An 
with clP1l . . . I  Pnl -p7 ctl ... t ,  and IQ1 -p  
ctl . . . t,. Using postponeme$ of q-reduction, we fin2 
that IQ1 -p  Xq.cq1. ..qny -T ctl ... t,. (Doing 
as many P-reductions as possible, i.e. we P-reduce all 
the q-redexes that are also p-redexes.) By 3.2 we find a 
term Xy':i.cQl . . . Q,y'with Q - p  Ay':kcQ1. . . Qn% 
and JXy':A'.cQ1.. . &,A E Xg.cql.. . qng. Thesituation 
is as follows. 
C A . .  . P, 
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Take for D some closed pseudoterm (or fresh vari- 
able), then Ay':6.cQf . . . Qfy' -1 ctrD . . . t:D and 
CP? . . . P," -p, c t f D . .  . t i D .  Using Lemma 3.3 we 
obtain (for 1 5  i 5 n), 
Pi =p, PP QD =pq Q i  
\ / 
so Qi =p, Pi (1 5 i 5 n) and we are done. 0 
Using the Key Lemma we get the following impor- 
tant properties. 
Proposition 3.5 (UT for functional PTSs) In a 
functional PTS we have I? I- M : A&r I- M : A' + 
A = p ,  A'. 
Theorem 3.6 (SRp) For C a PTSp,, C 
The proofs of the proposition and the theorem are 
straightforward by redoing the proofs for PTSp in 
[Geuvers and Nederhof 19911, using the Key Lemma. 
As corollaries of SRp and the Key Lemma we find: If 
I? I- Q,IIx:Pl.P2 : s (s E S) with Q =p, IIx:Pi.P2, 
then Q - lIx:Q1.&2 with Pi =p Qi and similar 
for xP1 . . . d. Further, if I? I- M : h with Q =p, s 
(s E S ) ,  then Q -0 s. (These are proved using the 
fact that a type is not a A-abstraction. 
onal, normalizing systems. Again the Key Lemma is 
used and, as said, we also need some form of streng- 
thening to prove SR,. First we state another lemma, 
which is required for strengthening. 
Lemma 3.7 In a functional normalizing PTSp,,: 
SRp. 
We shall now turn to the proof of 2 R, for functi- 
1 r l - D : s  r F D' : SI + E D =p, D' 
There are essentially two ways to prove this lemma: 
It can be proved directly (it requires some sublem- 
mas), but also by first adding strengthening as a rule 
to the system, that is we have an extra derivation rule 
I ? ~ , ~ : A , I ? ~  I- M :  B 
rl,r2 F M :  B (streng) if x $ FV(I'2, M, B). 
In the second case one has to redo the proof for 
SRp (straightforward) and prove SR, (using the rule 
(streng)). Then the proof of CRp, and CONp? can be 
done in the same way as will be done here (in 3.12 - 
3.16.) From CONp, one then proves that Lemma 3.7 
holds in the system without the (streng) rule and so 
CRp, and CON,, hold in the system without (streng). 
The direct proof involves some sublemmas. We give 
them here without a detailed proof. 
Sublemma 3.8 I',x:D I- M : C, I? t- D' : s (s E S), 
D =p, D' then r ,x :D '  I- M : C 
Sublemma 3.9 I- B : s, I? t- B' : s', B =p, B', 
B in pnf then s = 5'. 
The proof of the first is by changing everywhere in 
the derivation tree of I?, x:D t- M : C the declaration 
x : D into x : D': We introduce x as x : D' (with 
the rule (var) or (weak)) and if x is introduced with 
the (var) rule, we immediately apply (convp,,) to con- 
clude I?,x:D' i- x : D. The proof of the second is by 
induction on B, using the first sublemma and the Key 
Lemma. Now Lemma 3.7 easily follows. 
Using 3.7 we can prove a weak form of strengthe- 
ning for functional normalizing PTSp,, which is suffi- 
cient to prove SR, and which also implies strengthe- 
ning itself. The proof uses also the Key Lemma and 
it's corollaries. 
Lemma 3.10 In a functional, normalizing PTSp,: 
r l , x : ~ , r 2  F M : B rl,r2 t- M :  B' 
x $ FV(I?g, M) } * for some B' =p, B. 
Proposition 3.11 (S%) For 6 a functional, nor- 
malizing PTSp,, [ + SR,. 
Proof The proof is by proving simultaneously the 
case for a one step reduction in the context or in 
the subject. The only interesting case is when I' I- 
Ax:A.Mx : C with x $ FV(M) and we have to prove 
I? I- M : C. By the tripping Lemma (2.4), we find 
a term B with IIx:A.B =p, C and I?,x:A I- Mx : B. 
Again with Stripping Lemma we find a term IIy:D.E 
(convp,) we conclude I?, x:A I- M : C. 0 
The next lemmas will establish the proof of CONp, 
on Term(r,A) for functional normalizing Pure Type 
Systems. So suppose we work in such a PTSp,. 
Lemma 3.12 
r I- M:A 
(For the definition of E d )  see the remarks after Defi- 
nition 3.1.) 
Proof M and M' have the same structure (apart 
from the domains), say M = Ax1:Al.. . Ax,:A,.N 
and M' = Ax1:Ai . . .  Ax,:A6.N', with N and N' 
not abstractions. From the type of M and M' we 
conclude that Ai .=a7! A:. Now compare from left 
to right all domans in N and NI. Say B occurs 
as zR1..  . Rq(Ayl:E1.. .Ayp:Ep.Ax:B.P) in N and B' 
occurs as zR', .. . Rh(Ayl:Ei ... Ayp:Ei.Xx:B'.P') in 
N' and for all domains to the left of B (respecti- 
vely B') we are already done. (This implies that 
R; =p, Ri for all i and Ei =p, E; for all i.) We 
look at the types of % , % R I , .  . . , z R 1 . .  . R in the de- 
rivation tree and compare them with t i e  types of 
z ,  z R i , .  . . , zRi . . . Rb in the other derivation tree. No- 
tice that they are pairwise Pq-equal. This imp- 
lies that the types of Xyl:E1. . . Xy,:E,.Xx:B.P and 
Ay1:E;. . . Ay,:E~.Xx:B'P' are &equal, so B =p, B'. 
0 
Lemma 3.13 
Proof The proof is by induction on the structure 
of A.  For 
A E IIx:A1.A2, we are done by induction hypothesis. 
Suppose now A is an application term and x E FV(A). 
Then x is only free in domains of A.  (Note that 
IC1 =p, IAl -, nf(dAl), and in untyped lambda 
calculus q-reductions o not remove any free vari- 
ables, so x 4 FV(IAl).) Say B is the leftmost do- 
main of A in which x occurs free, say in the subterm 
z R 1 . .  . R,(Ayl:E1..  . Ay,:E,.Xy:B.P). Then there is a 
type for z in which x is not free ( z  is declared in the 
context or left to B ) ,  so there is a type for zR1.  . . R in 
which x is not free, so B =p, E ,  for some E in whict x 
is not free. Now by induction hypothesis, x 4 F V ( B ) .  
0 
For A a variable or a sort it's trivial. 
Lemma 3.14 FOT M E Term, if M in Pq-nf, then 
IM( inpq-nf. 
Proof Suppose IMI is not in Pq-nf. Then there 
is an q-redex in IMI, which is not an q-redex in 
M ,  say Xx.1Nlx is the first such. Then x E 
FV(N), but x 4 FV(INI), so x is only free in 
domains of N.  Say B is the leftmost domain in 
which x is free, and say B occurs in the subterm 
z R 1 . .  . Rq(Xyl:E1. .  .Xy,:E,.Xy:B.P). The type of a 
does not have x as a free variable in it. (If z is ab- 
stracted in the context or left from the abstraction 
over x ,  then not by variable convention and if z is 
abstracted right from x ,  then not by the assumption 
that B is the leftmost domain containing x . )  With an 
argument similar to that in the proof of 3.13, there is 
a type B' with B =p, B', and x 4 FV(B'). By 3.13: 
x 4 FV(B). 0 
Lemma 3.15 (CONp, for types) Let s,s' E S. 
Proof By induction on the structure of A ,  using the 
Key Lemma, 3.12 and 3.14. 
If A G IIx:AI.Az, then B =p, IIx:B1.B2 with A1 =p, 
B1 and A2 =p, Bz (by Key Lemma). By induction 
hypothesis A1 
If A E .PI. .  . P,, then B =p, x Q 1 . .  . Qn with Pi =p, 
Qi (by Key Lemma.) Now, the types of .PI. .  .Pi and 
xQ1 . . . Qi in the derivations of I' I- A:s resp I" I- B:s' 
are pairwise Pq-equal. Further, all Pi and Qi are in 
Pq-nf, so, by 3.14, all Pi1 and IQil are, so lPil E IQil 
for all i. w e  can 3.12 to conclude that Pi E d  
Q; for all i and so A G d  B (all respective domains 
in A and B are Pq-equal.) By induction hypothesis 
(comparing the respective domains in A and B from 
left to right) we conclude that A E B .  0 
Theorem 3.16 (CONp,) 
B1 and A2 G Bz. 
r k M : A  
M =p, M' 
Proof Define N := n f ( M ) ,  N' := nf(M').  We prove 
N 
By SRp and SR, we find I- ":A.  
By 3.14, IN1 and IN'[ are in normal form, so IN1 E 
IN'[. By 3.12, N N': All respective domains in 
N and N' are Pq-equal. By CONp, for types (3.15), 
all res ective domains in N and N' are syntactically 
equal $), so N 
4 Discussion 
We have proved CON , for terms in a fixed context 
of a fixed type, but on& for functional normalizing 
PTSp,. This immediately implies CR on Term. We 
have also seen that confluence for welayped terms of 
different types doesn't hold. (And the same for well- 
typed terms in different contexts; take I? and r' such 
that r I- "(Ay  : A.y)  : Type and I" k "(Ay : B . y )  : 
We think that, using the work 
of [van Benthem Jutting 199+], who gives an analy- 
sis of typing in PTSs, these results can be extended 
to arbitrary normalizing type systems. The most in- 
teresting extension, however, seems to be the one to 
non-normalizing type systems, like A*. First because 
the proof given here relies very heavily on the normali- 
zation, which makes the CRp,, theorem a higher order 
property, where we believe it is essentially combinato- 
ric. Second, because from CONp, on Term(r, A )  in A* 
with (convp,)) we hope to get CONp, on Term(r, A )  I or an arbitrary PTSp,, by imitating the reduction 
steps in A* in the other PTSp , using the terminality 
of A* in the category PTSp,. %'his would also require 
S R ,  for an arbitrary PTSp,. (Here we only have a 
proof of SR, for normalizing systems.) 
Because of the restriction to normalizing systems, 
we need to prove normalization of Pq-reduction wit- 
hout using the Church-Rosser property. This may 
look problematic but in practice it isn't. For example 
for the Calculus of Constructions, the strong normali- 
zation proof in [Geuvers and Nederhof 19911 for the 
system with (convp) can be adapted to a proof of 
strong normalization for the system with (convp,,). In 
that paper a reduction preserving map from Term(CC) 
N' and we are done. 
I- N:A and 
N I .  
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to Term(Fw) is defined. This mapping can easily 
be extended to CC with (conv such that also q- 
reductions are preserved and a1 P”h t e required proper- 
ties of the mapping stil hold (using the Key Lemma.) 
We conjecture here the general theorem that, if a 
PTSp is (strongly) normalizing, then the PTSp, is. 
If we look at the Church-Rosser property from a 
point of view as to how to  compute the common re- 
duct, we see that the situation is really a bit more com- 
plicated then for untyped lambda calculus. In untyped 
lambda calculus, if M - MI and M - M2, a 
common reduct of M I  and M2 can be found using com- 
plete developments. (See [Barendregt 19841 .) Here 
one has to  do something more, namely reducing the 
domains: Consider e.g. M := Xx:A.(Xy:B.y)x, MI  := 
Ax:A.x and M2 := Xy:B.y. There are no residuals of 
the P-redex in M2, nor are there any residuals of the 
q-redex in M I ,  so we have a complete development of 
the set containing both redexes, but MI f M2. (They 
would have been in the untyped case.) We still have 
to unify A and B. 
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